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Abstract

Through funding from the California Central Coast Research Partnership (C3RP) the
CPWRC, led by Dr. Patrick Lemieux, has erected a horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) at the
Cal Poly Escuela Ranch site EL04. With the help of Dr. John Ridgely and Dr. Art MacCarley, the
team has implemented a controller that delivers the power being generated by the turbine to a
resistor bank which maintains a safe working speed for the turbine. The authors objectives for
this project are to (1) become familiar with the operation of the turbine, (2) develop an AC-DC
converter that regulates the output of the permanent magnet generator installed in the turbine,
and (3) add the capability of using the power generated by the turbine to charge a 24VDC
lithium ion battery.
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Introduction and Background

As stated by Dr. Lemieux in the CPWRC final report [1], the development of large (750KW or
larger) HAWT has grown in recent years. Even though industry has experienced growth in this
area there has not been much development in small scale turbines that would be practical for
the use of research and development by students. This is the number one goal of the CPWRC,
to provide a laboratory like environment where students can research and design small scale
wind turbines and their subsystems.

With this goal in mind, the design and construction of the CPWRC turbine and its platform
started as early as 2008 through student senior projects and Master’s theses. These projects
have consisted of designing the turbine’s foundation, blade development, nacelle development,
and the current development of a buck converter for charging a lithium ion battery. The Cal
Poly Escuela Ranch, site EL04, was chosen through wind speed data collected by the CPWRC
that showed a mean wind speed of 10mph between 9:00AM and 5:00PM, and a maximum of
65mph over a 6 minute gust. This data was collected by the CPWRC through an environmental
measurement system developed by Dr. John Ridgely.

Currently the CPWRC turbine is configured as a variable speed fixed pitch turbine. The
drive train of the turbine consists of a rotor hub, coupling between the rotor and generator, and
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a disc brake [2]. The generator being used in the turbine is a GL-PMG-3500 3.5KW permanent
magnet generator from Ginlong Technologies. The varying output voltage of the generator, due
to varying wind speeds, is the primary concern of this project. Currently the output of the
generator is being rectified at the generator by an uncontrolled three phase bridge rectifier, and
dumped to a resistive load. The configuration of the system is as depicted in Figure 1 to the
best of the authors’ knowledge.

Our suggestion to improving the current implementation of the design is to utilize an arduino
microcontroller. By doing this we believe that we can accomplish two tasks; charge the battery
and modulation of the wind turbine speed. A block diagram of our proposed topology is shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Current implementation of wind turbine control
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Figure 2: Proposed implementation of wind turbine control, battery charging

In order to complete this project we have broken up the tasks of the project between our three
team members based on interests and experience. These roles are as follows. Ricardo
Rodriguez will be researching and designing the digital implementation of the controller as well
as researching the use of the IGBTs and how to safely generate the gate firing signals, and
Steven Bounchareune will be in charge of how to properly interface the IGBTs to the rest of the
circuit so that they can properly turn on and off when required as well as general hardware
design. All team members will be researching the operation of the wind turbine, and how it
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affects their role in the project. Each team member will also be responsible for documenting
their work, so that future students working on this project may learn what did, and did not work.

Requirements

The primary requirement of our project is to have a modular design where the subsystems of
our project can easily be removed and replaced with the existing subsystems. Furthermore, the
primary goal of CPWRC is to research the capabilities of the turbine, and not charge batteries.
With this in mind, our design cannot hinder the measurement of the generators output power.

Our project consists of designing a control system that will regulate the output voltage of the
turbine with the intent to charge a 24V lithium ion battery while maintaining safe operating
speeds of the turbine, and does not hinder the measurement of the turbines energy conversion
capabilities. Since we have just recently met with the parties involved, and have had our
project defined, we have not had the time to work out specific details on how we will be
implementing this system. We do believe that the system will be broken up into the following
subsystems:
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1. Digital Controller
a. This will most likely be implemented by a microcontroller. A printed

circuit board (PCB) will need to be designed to support the interfaces
between the microcontroller and other subsystems/sensors. The
controller will need to be able to perform the following tasks:
i. Sense the shaft speed of the generator giving an indication of the

generators power capabilities.
ii.Sense battery voltage, and charge current as an indication of the

state of the battery.
iii.

Provide PWM signals to any switches that may need them.

2. Battery charger.
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Design

Parts List:
-Arduino Uno (1)
-IGBT-IRG4PC4 (2)
-10KΩ Resistors (4)
-20KΩ Potentiometers (2)
-741CN Op amp (2)
-20V Zener Diode (2)
-SLI24MDC – Xtreme, Deep Cycle Battery (1)
-1MΩ, 3W Potentiometer (2)
-200V Diode (1)

Main Functions
Microprocessor:

The microprocessor controls the IGBTs in such a way that it pulse width modulate (PWM) a
voltage signal from 0 to 5volts to each of the gates of the IGBTs. The frequency of the PWM
that the microprocessor outputs is approximately 976 Hz. The duty cycle of each output varies,
one is dependent on the turbine prop speed (Output 1) and other is dependent on the current
charge state of the car battery (Output 2). By doing so, the IGBT will never have to be always on
or off. This prevents overheating the IGBT and potentially damaging the component. If the prop
speed of the turbine exceeds normal operating range, the duty cycle of output 1 starts to
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increase from 0%. Once the prop speed starts to reach a dangerous speed that can potentially
damage the battery, wind turbine, or both, the duty cycle reaches 100% which completely turns
on the IGBT and directs all the power of the wind turbine to a resistor bank (see table 1). By
doing so, this allows us to protect the car battery and wind turbine from potential damage.
Once the prop speed returns to normal operational range, the IGBT will turn off. For the duty
cycle on the second output 2, the microprocessor checks the battery life of the car battery by
reading the voltage across the battery. If the car battery is below 100% it will initially charge
the car battery. When the duty cycle is at 0% all the power of the wind turbine goes to charge
the car battery. As the battery life increases, so does the duty cycle. At 13.2V the battery is at
90% and the IGBT is on, allowing the battery to discharge its power to the water pump until its
battery life is close to 0%. At this point the IGBT turns off and the charging cycle repeats (see
table 2).

Non-Inverting Op-amp:

The op-amps act as a boosting signal for the PWM outputs from the microprocessor. In order to
turn on the IGBT, a minimal voltage of 3-6V must be applied to the gate of the IGBT. During
testing we discovered that 5V was not enough to on the IGBT, therefore we used a
non-inverting to boost the signal from 0V-5V to 2.5V-7.8V, allowing the IGBT to turn on and off
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properly (see Figures 1 and 2 Below).

Figure 1: IGBT Switching signal before Op Amp
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Figure 2: IGBT Signal After Op Amp

Potentiometers:

In order to use the wind turbine prop speed voltage and the voltage across the car battery as
inputs to the microprocessor, the voltages needed be below 5V to prevent damages to the
microprocessor. We used a 250Kohm potentiometer and a 1Mohm potentiometer to step down
these voltages to a readable voltage for the microprocessor.

Diode:
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The diode prevents the current of the battery to flow back into the wind turbine potentially
causing the turbine to over speed and damaging the turbine.

Zener Diodes:

The zener diodes at the gate of the IGBT protects the IGBT from voltages exceeding the
breakthrough voltage at the gate. If the gate voltage exceeds the breakthrough voltage, the
IGBT will be damaged.
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Testing and Data:

Turbine Hall Effect
detector PWM RPM

Resulting Duty Cycle

20

0

25

8.9

30

19.1

35

31.5

40

38.9

45

47.6

50

58.7

55

71.2

60

83.6

65

90.6

70

99.8
Table 1. Wind Turbine Prop Speed Controlled IGBT Data

Battery Output
Voltage(V)

Arduino Input
Voltage(V)

Output 1 Duty
Cycle(%)

11.7

4

0

11.84

4.06

10.2

11.99

4.11

19.8

12.15

4.14

31.2

12.31

4.21

39.8

12.45

4.26

51.3

12.6

4.3

62.8

12.74

4.34

69.9

12.9

4.41

79.6

13.05

4.46

92.3

13.2

4.5

100

Table 2. Car Battery Controlled IGBT Data
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Difficulties:

The major challenges that were present was figuring out how to properly go about constructing
this circuit and protecting each component. At first we had the circuit completely analog, no
microprocessor. The issue there was that the IGBT was not switching, it was either always on or
off. When the IGBT was on, it caused the IGBT to dangerously over heat. Also, we tried using an
IGBT gate driver to turn on the IGBT, however we never got the gate driver to work properly and
we figured out that using the gate driver was not necessary. Once the microprocessor was
introduced, a lot of our problems were solved and we were able to construct the proper and
protected circuit intended.

There were also issues with the non-inverting amplifier. Originally we desired a boost from
0V-5V to 0V-10V. Instead of receiving 0V-10V, we received 4V – 10V. For some reason the
signal would not pull down to zero. We found out later that there was a biasing issue. In order
to fix the issue we added a 2V DC signal to the negative feedback of the op-amp using
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potentiometers powered by Vcc. Hence why we have a 2.5V-7.8V signal instead of our desired
0V-10V signal. None-the-less the 2.5V-7.8V signal worked fine and it was able to properly
switch the IGBT.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

The project for regulating the speed of a wind turbine and using the wind turbine to charge a
car battery was on its way in December 2012. However, with a few setbacks due to
miscommunication and a member leaving the group, the project was off to a late start. After
approximately forty man hours and roughly $200 worth of parts, we were able to build a working
prototype. Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful with building a prototype that can actually be
used in the field with the wind turbine. The prototype that we built is designed to function for
wind turbine that produces an output voltage of 30 volts maximum. If the wind turbine produces
hundreds of watts at the output of the rectifying circuit then we must add an isolated DC-DC
converter for our circuit to function properly in the field. With the isolated converter, efficiency
will increase and applications of the wind turbine as power source becomes practical. However,
the drawback of building this DC-DC converter is a costly project with estimates of $750 to
$1000.
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Appendix A — Analysis of Senior Project Design

Project Title: Wind Turbine Battery Charger and Speed Regulator

Student’s Name: Ricardo Rodriguez & Steven Bounchareune
Student’s Signature:

Advisor’s Name: Dr. Art MacCarley
Advisor’s Initials:
Date:

• 1. Summary of Functional Requirements
The Wind Turbine Speed and Battery Voltage Regulator addresses a common problem found in many
wind turbines. More specifically our challenge was to develop a system of both regulating the charge
on a battery as well as protect the wind turbine from over speeding. The wind turbine in question
will be the one for the Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center (CPWPRC) originally developed by Dr.
Lemiux and the Mechanical Engineering Department.
• 2. Primary Constraints
The biggest challenge came with developing a simple system that worked under high power reliably,
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or to put it another way, it would have to be a system that can be plug and go so that the ME
department could easily implement and regulate this system without much training.
The materials for this project were chosen so that they could withstand high power conditions that
would be generated by the wind turbine. IGBT switches were chosen so that they could withstand
high current and voltage conditions up to 27A and 600V across the collector to emitter junction. The
rest of the components were chosen around the IGBTs.
The Arduino Uno Microcontroller was chosen because it contained the functionality necessary to
control and regulate both the speed of the wind turbine and the voltage level of the battery. It works
by utilizing an interrupt timer to sense the speed of the wind turbine through a Hall-Effect Detector.
The Arduino will track how many times there is an interrupt coming from the Hall Effect detector over
a one second period and translate that to an RPM value. The RPM value then determines how the
duty cycle of the IGBT PWM signal is switched.
The battery voltage is sensed from an analog DAC converter located on the Arduino where it then is
compared to expected charge levels. The IGBT is switched on or off depending on the voltage of the
battery.
• 3. Economic
The economic impact of this project can be seen in the Natural Capital of the earth. This project will
help in developing better methods of wind energy generation. The Cal Poly Wind Power Research
Center was established with the goal of developing and researching better wind energy harvesting
techniques. This is a long term goal because it requires a lot of research of exotic forms wind power
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generation many of which have not been fully developed yet.

This project is relatively cost effective compared to the rest of the wind turbine. The total cost of this
senior project can be seen in the Bill of Materials table below this analysis. The original cost
estimates for this senior project was projected to be below $100, this only took into account the cost
of individual components and not the cost of purchasing multiple parts for testing purposes or
housing for the component as well as manual labor.

The project was developed for the ME department who are the ultimate benefactors. Ultimately, the
goal of this project is to improve relations between the EE department and other engineering majors
and increase the experience and quality of Cal Poly engineers.

• 4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
The estimated number of devices that could be manufactured per year would be in the
hundreds to thousands. The projected cost for each component is estimated to be under $200
making this a very cost effective device to implement. The onboard microcontroller allows the
potential for this device to function beyond specified parameters. It can allow the other components
to further be integrated onto the board such as an LCD screen or other sensing components. Its not a
single purpose device and it was designed to be that way. If the price is kept at around $200 and the
parts chosen were kept under $100 the profit margin could be close to 100%.
• 5. Environmental
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There are both positive and negative environmental impacts to our components but the positive
greatly outweigh the negatives. The negative impacts comes from the manufacturing processes that
make the individual components of our project. These processes create a lot of carbon dioxide
emissions as well as the components themselves are not very biodegradable. The parts that the
components are made of are difficult to recycle as well. The positives comes from the long term
effects of the projects application in wind power generation. This project will take part in generating
sustainable energy with little to no carbon emission outside of manufacturing the components
needed. In the long term the positives of this project will outweigh the negatives.

• 6. Manufacturability
Manufacturability of this device is relatively simple because of the parts that went into developing
this project are already mass produced. Some difficulties may be faced when attempting to meet the
demand of making one of these for every wind turbine in a wind farm. Instead it would be simpler so
set up a network to regulate the speed of the wind turbine given the current cost and speed of cheap
CPUs.
• 7. Sustainability

This project makes a direct impact on sustainability because wind power is a highly sustainable
form of energy. This project helps regulate the energy generated from the wind turbine so that
it can go where it is needed. It also needs very little maintenance because of the simplicity in
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the design. There are few components that were used that made integrating the circuit easy.
The components are also easily removable if one fails or needs to be replaced, it can be done
easily and quickly.

• 8. Ethical
IEEE code of ethics was followed when designing and constructing this product. All group members
were involved, if not directly they were shown, so that they may verify the design implementation.
The IEEE code of ethics are understood to be not only for the safety of each individual developing the
product but also for the safety of the consumer. There have been many cases where catastrophic
design failures could have been avoided if more than one person verified the work done. These
problems were avoided by ensuring that everyone scrutinized each design decision to produce a
better product for the consumer.

• 9. Social and Political
The political aspect of this can be seen for the rising need for more sustainable forms of energy. In
todays politics, many are concerned with the rising cost of oil. This is because of the business model
of big oil companies that are able to price oil at essentially any price that they want. They price oil in
such a way as to not turn consumers away from it but high enough to where they profit greatly from
it. Wind as well as other forms of renewable energy can have a severe impact on this business model
if enough money was invested into its development. This might not seem like a great idea to those
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who profit from big oil companies and this leads to further development for renewable energy
slowing down because of the massive influence big companies have in the political field.

Appendix B — Schematic
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Appendix C — Parts and Cost

Item

Description

Purpose

Quantit
y

Unit
Price(USD)

Total
Cost(USD)

Arduino
Uno

Programmable FPGA

Controls main operation
of Power Management

1

20.00

20.00

VO3120
IGBT
Driver

Optoisolated driver for
IGBT

Protects system from high
voltage

5

1.92

9.60

IGBT-IRG4
PC40FD

IGBT Switch

Used to regulate charge
and speed of the wind
turbine

3

6.33

18.99

5.6k Ω,
2W
resistors

Flameproof resistors

Originally used to step
down the voltage seen by
the wind turbine and
battery going(replaced by
potentiometer)

10

1.00

10.00

15k Ω, 2W
resistors

Flame proof resistors

Originally used to step
down the voltage seen by
the wind turbine and
battery going(replaced by
potentiometer)

10

1.00

10.00

Zener
diode

20V Zener Diode

Used to protect IGBT gate
voltage from exceeding
20V specified Gate voltage

2

3.60

7.20

Diode

200V Diode

Used in to protect against
battery current from
reaching other
components in the circuit

1

3.20

3.20

LM339 Op
Amp

Comparator op amp
package ( 4 op amps
per package)

Used as a linier buffer as
well as signal amplifier
for IGBT gate(replaced by
741CN)

5

0.55

2.75

741CN

Linear Op Amp

Used as a buffer as well
signal amplifier for the
IGBT gate voltage

2

0.25

0.50

SLI24MDCXtreme,
Deep Cycle
Battery

12 DC battery

Used to test the
functionality of battery
charging in our circuit

1

91.21

91.21
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1MΩ, 3W
potentiom
eter

1MΩ, 3W
potentiometer

Used to step down the
voltage of the Wind
Turbine and the Battery to
usable voltages for the
Arduino

4

2.20

8.80

Wombat
Proto
board

Blank through
through-hole board

Used as the canvas for the
project

1

9.95

9.95

Chameleo
n
EnclosureBlack

Enclosure that will
house wombat proto
board

Originally meant to house
finished product, but
utilized as a heat sink
instead

1

29.95

29.95

5inch Heat
Sink

Heat sink

Will be utilized to sink
heat generated by IGBT

1

4.26

4.26

Total

226.41
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Appendix D — Code
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo

//

// Electrical Engineering Interdisciplinary Senior Project

//

//

//

// Prepared by: Ricardo Rodriguez, Steven Bounchareune

//

// Project Advisor: Dr. Art Maccarley

//

//

//

// Description: The following code is a work in progress for

//

//

Voltage and Speed Regulation for the Cal Poly

//

//

Wind Power Research Center(CPWPRC).

//

//

The code was run and edited using the Arduino

//

//

editor suite available for free at

//

//

arduino.cc/en/Main/Software. Functionality

//

//

may be restricted if libraries found in this

//

//

suite are not used.

//

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

int

OutPin6 = 6;

// PWM connected to pin 6 to control IGBT regulating Battery Voltage

int

OutPin5 = 5;

// PWM connected to pin 5 to control IGBT regulating Wind Speed

int

analogPin3 = 3;

// Input from potentiometer connected to analog pin 3
// on arduino that is sensing Battery Voltage

int

val1 = 1;

// Variable to store the read value from Battery Voltage
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int

count = 0;

// Counter used to control Charge/Discharge State of the
// battery initialized to discharging state

volatile byte rpmcount=0;
unsigned int

rpm=0;

//Variable used to keep track of timer
//Variable used to store RPM coming from Wind Turbine

unsigned long timeold=0;

//Variable used to keep track of interval of measured RPM

////Set up function, Only run once////

void setup()
{

pinMode(OutPin5, OUTPUT);

// Initialize output going to Wind Speed Control

pinMode(OutPin6, OUTPUT);

// Initialize output going to Battery Voltage Control

attachInterrupt(0, rpm_turbine, FALLING);

// Attatch interupt to pin0 on arduino which will
// sense Hall Effect Detector

}

////BEGIN MAIN FUNCTION LOOP////
void loop()
{
////WIND TURBINE SPEED PROTECTION////

if (millis() - timeold == 1000){

// Uptade every one second, this will be equal to
// reading frecuency (Hz).
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detachInterrupt(0);

rpm = rpmcount * 60;

// Disable interrupt when calculating

// Convert frecuency to RPM, note: this works for one
// interruption per full rotation. For two interrups
// per full rotation use rpmcount * 30.

if ( rpm >= 50 && rpm <= 80 ){

// Begin PWM Sweep if turbine speed exceeds 100rpm

setPwmFrequency(OutPin5, 64);

// Set PWM Frequency to 976Hz

analogWrite(OutPin5, (255-rpm/0.392));

// Output PWM

}
else if(rpm > 81){

// If wind turbine exceeds 200 rpm, completely turn on
// the IGBT to bring wind turbine to full stop

analogWrite(OutPin5, 255 );
}
rpmcount = 0;

// Restart the RPM counter

timeold = millis();

// Update timeold

attachInterrupt(0, rpm_turbine, FALLING);

// Enable interrupt

}

////BATTERY VOLTAGE REGULATOR////

if (val1 <= 818){

// Initialize val1 that will store battery voltage level

setPwmFrequency(OutPin6, 64);

// Set PWM Frequency to 976Hz

val1 = analogRead(analogPin3);

// analogRead battery voltage values from 0 to 1023

analogWrite(OutPin6, 255 );

// analogWrite values from 0 to 255 depending on duty cycle
// currently set IGBT Duty cycle to 100%=255/255
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}

// Check if battery level is depleted to
// allow battery to discharge with

//
//

// dischage with IGBT at 100% duty cycle //

if (count == 0){

if (val1 >= 798){

// Discharging State, count==0

// While battery voltage is greater than 3.9V after voltage
// divider, allow the batter to continue to discharge

setPwmFrequency(OutPin6, 64);

// Set PWM Frequency to 976Hz

val1 = analogRead(analogPin3);

// analogRead battery voltage values from 0 to 1023
// analogWrite values from 0 to 255

analogWrite(OutPin6, 255 );

// analogWrite values from 0 to 255 depending on duty cycle
// currently set IGBT Duty cycle to 100%=255/255

if (val1 <= 818 ) {

// If battery voltage is less than 4V after sampling
// voltage divider, change state to charging state,

count++;

// count==1 where the battery will now be charged

}
}
}
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// Check if battery level is full to

//

// allow battery to charge with

//

// dischage with IGBT at 100% duty cycle //

else if ( count == 1){

// Charging State, count==1

if (val1 <= 940){
setPwmFrequency(OutPin6, 64);

// Set PWM Frequency to 976Hz

val1 = analogRead(analogPin3);

// analogRead battery voltage values from 0 to 1023
// analogWrite values from 0 to 255

analogWrite(OutPin6, 0 );

// analogWrite values from 0 to 255 depending on duty cycle
// currently set IGBT Duty cycle to 100%=255/255

if (val1 >=921) {

// If battery voltage is less than 4.5V after sampling
// voltage divider, change state to discharging state,

count--;

// count==0 where the battery will now be discharged

}
}
}
}

////MAINTAIN INTERRUPT COUNTER////

void rpm_turbine()
{
rpmcount++;

//Each rotation, this interrupt function is run twice
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}

////CHANGE PWM FREQUENCY////

void setPwmFrequency(int pin, int divisor)
{
byte mode;
if(pin == 5 || pin == 6 || pin == 9 || pin == 10) {

// Check to see which pins are being used for PWM
// in order to change the scale factor accordingly

switch(divisor) {

//Set PWM clock scale case

case 1: mode = 0x01; break;

//62.5kHz

case 8: mode = 0x02; break;

//7.81kHz

case 64: mode = 0x03; break;

//976Hz

case 256: mode = 0x04; break;

//244Hz

case 1024: mode = 0x05; break;

//61Hz

default: return;
}
if(pin == 5 || pin == 6) {
TCCR0B = TCCR0B & 0b11111000 | mode;
} else {

// Change TCCR0B and TCCR1B registers according to
// frequencies layed out in AtMega 328 datasheet

TCCR1B = TCCR1B & 0b11111000 | mode;
}
} else if(pin == 3 || pin == 11) {
switch(divisor) {
case 1: mode = 0x01; break;

//31.25kHz

case 8: mode = 0x02; break;

//3.91kHz

case 32: mode = 0x03; break;

//977Hz
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case 64: mode = 0x04; break;

//488Hz

case 128: mode = 0x05; break;

//244Hz

case 256: mode = 0x06; break;

//122Hz

case 1024: mode = 0x7; break;

//30Hz

default: return;
}
TCCR2B = TCCR2B & 0b11111000 | mode;
}
}
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